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I 
With walls of glass and open shelves 
for a million books, the new John M. 
Olin Library is rapidly changing 
the face of the campus 
OLIN LIBRARY 
THERE HAVE BEEN MANY signiRcant and exciting chan?es at vVashington University in recent years, but few 
offer such tangible, dramatic evidence of change as the 
recently completed Jobn M. Olin Library. 
This massive but airy structure of glass and stone has 
blended gracefully into both the physical campus plan and 
the functional life of the University . In its strategic loca­
tion at the very heart of the main campus, it is rapidly 
becoming a natural center of interest and activity. 
For 57 years, the University's main book collection was 
housed in the beautiful Ridgley Library on the main quad­
ranglc. Despite its historic interest and its elegant design, 
Ridgley lacked the facilities to keep up with the demands 
of a growing university. The new Olin Library meets 
these needs and has been built to provide for considerable 
growth in the future . 
One basic measure of a university is the size and quality 
of its library. vVith Olin in operation, Washington Univer­
sity has library facilities of the very first rank. 
The new library is named after John M. Olin, chairman 
of the executive committee of the Olin Mathieson Chem­
ical Corporation and a member of the University's Board 
of Directors, whose generosity made the new facilities pos­
sible . Total cost of the project was nearly $4,000,000. The 
library provides open shelf capacity for 1,125,000 vol­
umes and elosed stack and storage facilities for another 
225,000. To remove conventional barriers be tween stu­
dents and books, all but the rare book collection are on 
open shelves. 
In order not to dominate neighboring buildings, Olin 
was designed by the St. Louis architectural firm of Murphy 
and Mackey to blend into its surroundings. The lower two 
floors of the five-story structure are below ground, which 
disguises the mass of the building and maintains proper 
scale. Thi~ pl ..n also pelmits placing the entrance all the 
third floor level , gi,ving easy access to books on the uppcr 
and lower floors. 
Olin Library is dedicated to the proposition that the 
ultimate act of learning takes place in the intimate en­
counter between a student and a book. It was designed 
throughout to make that meeting as pleasant, convenient, 
and stimulating as possible. 

WITtI ITS VAST EXPA:-;SE S of glass, Olin Librarv seems almost to float-especially at night 
with its lights blazing. The glass walls also permit 
an uninterrupted vie"" of the campus through 
the building. From within, the design provides a 
hackdrop of trees and lawn and creates a feeling 
of freedom and light that's a far cry from the old 
concept of a library as a musty, dim cloister 
from which the outside world is banned. 
In spite of the lavish use of glass, the only place 
that direct sunlight falls is down into the marble 
stairwell , helping to brighten the lo""cr floors . 
The gallery, or promenade deck, projecting from 
the first floor shades the windows, provides a 
pleasant place to walk or sit or read, and helps 
minimize the bulk of the structure. 
As these pictures show, the atmosphere at Olin 
encourages a relaxed and comfortable approach 
to learning. Lounge areas, like those shown at 
left and above, arc soattered throughout all 
five floors and offer comfortable chairs, sofas, 
and tabl es, and easy access to a million books. 
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T HE Ii'iTEnIOn DESICi'i of Olin Library was planned to combine maximum efficiency of operation 
with pleasant surroundings. A reserve checkout desk 
on the fourth Roor helps reduce the distraction one 
large central checking area might produce. 
Throughout the building, paintings and sculpture 
from the Univcrsity's collection are displayed. 
The painting above is "Persian Series, 1962," 
by Walter Barker of the School of Fine Arts. 
The open stairway at right joins all five Roors 
and frames the courtyard through its glass walls. 
· J 
I x ADDITIO:" to the reading rooms and open stacks, Olin includes many special features, among them some 
120 cubicles or "cunells" for faculty members (above). 
Each is a small, soumlproof room, containing one desk, 
one work table, two chairs, one bookcase, and no 
telephone. 'Within thesc sanctuaries, faculty members 
can work undisturbcd . ( In fact , to preservc this blessed 
privacy, the library administration refuses to divulge 
which faCility membcr is occupying which cubicle.) There 
are also 60 slightly smallcr cubicles for graduate students, 
and each reading lounge includes rows of semi-private 
worktables. Ten large rooms are provided for seminars 
antI other small group meetings. At left a student 
explores the periodical stacks, where more than 1,.')00 
current titles are available. 
! 

FOCAL POINT OF THE central courtyard is a forty-foot, 35-year-old golden-rain tree. Visible through the glass walls of the three upper 
floors, the tree bears long, golden blossoms in spring. The courtyard is 
rapidly becoming a popular spot to sit and read, study, or meet 
friends. At right, shown through the glass door, is the night 
depository, where students can retum books after hours. 
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This article is based on P7'Ofessor Bethe's Wednesday 
Assembly Address this fall at Graham Chapel. The ad­
dress, in tll1'1l, expresses views Dr. Bethe first presented in 
the September, 1962, issue of the Bulletin of the .Atomic 
Scientists. 
Now professor of physics at C01'1lell University, Hans 
Bethe is one of the giants of modem science. His early 
work ill nuclear physics included contributions to theory 
which form ed the basis of the development of atomic 
energy during Wodd \Var II and his th eory of steller 
energy production explains the phenomena ultimately 
responsible for the birth and death of the stars. He headed 
the theoretical physics division of the Los Alamos Labora­
tory during the war, and has served as head of the Presi­
dential Disarmament Study and as a member of the Presi­
dent's Science Advisory Committee. In 1961, he received, 
the Atomic Energy Commission's Enrico Fermi Award. 
T AND STRATEGY 
By 
I N THE FALL OF 1961, the United States was dceply stirred by the Russian atomic steps and by the debate 
on fall-out shelters. Nuclear war suddenly seemed very 
real. The most dramatic demonsb'ation was the Russian 
test of an atomic weapon of 60-megaton yield in October 
of last year. Shortly before this test, Mr. Khrushchev had 
announced that by testing a weapon of 50 megatons, the t: 
Soviet Union would prove at the same time the design of 
a weapon yielding 100 megatons. 
A hundred megatons is a formidable weapon. The 
strongest effect of such a mammoth weapon is to set fires 
and this effect is increased by exploding the weapon at 
high altitudes, let us say 30 miles. The book, Effects of 
Nuclear Weapons, republished by the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the Department of Defense in April , 
1962, indicated that on a clear day, wooden houses or for­
ests may be set on fire by such an explosion up to distances 
of about 30 to 50 miles from ground zero and highly in­
flammable materials, like newspapers and oil-soaked rags, 
to even greater distances. 
It is quite possible that a firestorm would also result 
from such an explosion, but the conditions for firestorms 
have never been clearly determined. On the other hand, 
such an explosion at high altitudes will not cause appreci­
able fallout. Fallout is produced only by explosions at or 
near the ground. 
Blast will also bc small from an explosion 30 miles up, 
but if the explosion is set off at only a few miles elevation, 
dwelling houses \-vill be destroyed by blast up to about 20 
miles distance. It is clear that one single weapon of this 
kind could wipe out even the greatest population center. 
From the military point of view, there is not too much 
difference between 10 megatons and 100. Ten-megaton 
weapons, of course, have existed for a long time and 10 
megatons is enough to destroy any big city. At 10 mega­
tons, the most important destructive mechanism is prob­
ably still blast, not fire. 
Effects of Nuclear Weapons also shows that a 10-mega­
ton weapon exploded close to the ground will give a pres­
sure of 3 pounds per square inch at a distance of 10 miles. 
Three pounds per square inch is enough to do severe dam­
age to wooden frame houses as well as brick buildings. 
Rcinforced concrete buildings are able to stand several 
times that pressure, but that doesn't mean that they would 
be spared. They would be more likely to be in the centers 
of the cities close to ground zero and, therefore, are likely 
to be severely damaged as well. 
Assuming a destructive radius of 10 miles, a 10-megaton 
bomb would destroy Greater St. Louis completely. It may 
be good that the Russian tests of last fall have made the 
world aware of the mortal terror in which we live. 
Atomic bombs, of course, have bccn with us for a long 
time. In 1950, after the first Russian tests of a fission 
bomb, thc United States thought that terror must be met 
by greater terror, and proceeded to develop the H-bomb. 
As could have bcen expected, the Russians soon also de­
veloped H-bombs. Thus" a balance of terror was created . 
Doth sides adopted a strategy of deterrence in which nei­
13 
ther side can damage the other without suffering terrible 
retaliation. Now, however, weapons exist only in order that 
the other side does not use them. I do not see how this 
precarious situation can be changed until these armaments 
can be eliminated by an enforceable disarmament agree­
ment. 
WITH BOTH SIDES in possession of H-bombs, it is obvi­ously tempting for a country to try to destroy the 
retaliation capacity of another country at the outset of war. 
This is known as the strategy of counterforce. This concept 
was developed in the mid-19.50's when airplanes were the 
only vehicles capable of delivering large bombs. It then 
seemed entirely feasible to destroy the strategic enemy 
planes on the ground. If a surprise attack succeeds in such 
destruction, then the enemy's deterrent no longer exists­
this deterrent has failed. The country striking first wins the 
war. 
Evidently, this is an unmitigated calamity for the cOlln­
try which is the victim of a counterforce attack. There are 
two possible defenses against such a calamity. The more 
obviolls one is air defense-that is, the attempt to shoot 
down invading planes by fighter planes or by anti-aircraft 
rockets. These forms of air defenses were developed by 
both sides. In fact, the Russians used a much larger frac­
tion of thc military budget for air defense than we did . It 
is not clear to what extent their defenses or ours could 
now be penetrated by invading planes. 
The second measure against surprise attack is to put 
one's strategic bombers on alert. For this and other pur­
poses, such as Civil Defense, we have constructed a radar 
warning system known as the DEvV line, which stands for 
"Distant Early 'Naming." Strung out along the northern 
edge of the North American continent, it would give two 
or three hours' warning time of enemy planes approaching 
our country. In case of such warning, our strategic bomber 
force would take off and fly north, loaded with bombs. 
Since a radar warning can be caused by all sorts of 
things besides enemy planes, such as a flock of birds or 
reflections from the moon, the Force is under instructions 
that it may not proceed beyond a certain line without spe­
cific command from the President of the United States. In 
this way, defense against a surprise attack by planes has 
gradually- been strengthened by air defense and by the 
alert. 
However, the situation was changed again drastically in 
favor of the aggressor with the advent of the ICBM, the 
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile. ICBM's make a surprise 
attack much easier. There is, in this case, nothing corre­
sponding to air defense. In particular, there is no effec­
tive way to shoot down ICBM's. 
Furthcr, the radar signals which you can get from in­
coming enemy missiles give you only about 1.5 minutes 
warning time instead of two hours. Fifteen minutes, clear­
ly, is not enough to make any rational decisions, but 15 
minutes is bettcr than nothing and, accordingly, the Stra­
tcgic Air Command has many bombers on ground alert in 
such a way that they can take off on 1.5 minutes warning. 
Others are on air alert-that is, a certain number of bomb­
ers is kept in the air at all times. Thus, our bomber force 
is fairly well protccted against surprise attack. 
Part of our present strategic force consists of missiles. 
But the first ones we installed were about as soft as planes, 
and can be destroyed by an H-bomb dropped many miles 
away. This vulnerability tempts an enemy to use counter­
force, and tempts our own strategists to plan on getting 
our missiles off before they can be destroyed; in other 
words, to launch them on the basis of radar warning alone. 
Even though it is the constant endeavor of radar engineers 
to minimize false alarms, to my knowledge, they have 
never been completely eliminated. 
Clearly, it is far more dangerous to launch a missile at­
tack than to let planes take off. Planes can be recalled­
missiles can not. 
It will be seen that, coupled with the highly mechanized 
pattern of our system necessary to achieve the desired 
rapidity of response, the whole counterforce concept has 
become cxtremely dangerous. Any accident may trigger a 
nuclear holocaust. There is a greater temptation to strike 
first because the side which does so has a tremendous ad­
vantage. Thus, in a severe political crisis, even a very 
peaceful nation may start a thermonuclear war for fear 
that the enemy may strike first. 
T HIS TACTIC is called a "pre-emptive attack" and makes for cxtreme instability of the military situation. Once 
war starts, each side will be inclined to use a maximum of 
striking power because whatever is not used immediately 
may be destroyed by an enemy strike in the next hour. 
Thus, the situation is highly unstable. Accidental war is 
not unlikely and, if war comes, it is immediately full scale. 
There is still another effect of the vulnerability of our 
forces. If you expect that perhaps only 10 per cent or 20 
per cent of your force may survive the beginning of the 
war, then you must provide for a force which is five or ten 
times bigger than you think will actually be needed. We 
now have a force of about 500 B-52 heavy bombers and 
about 1,000 B-47 medium bombers. The Russian forces, 
presumably, are smaller, but they are still formidable. 
Let us assume a B-47 carries only 10 megatons and a 
B-52 only 20. Then the bombs which can be carried in 
planes alone total 20,000 megatons. Since 10 megatons is 
enough to destroy any large city, it is quite clear that these 
forces are far beyond anything that can reasonably be con­
sidered necessary for war. 
Therefore, counterforce strategy puts a premium on the 
first strike. It makes war more likely, and it increases the 
level of strategic forces beyond reason. 
The military problem, posed by this situation, is to make 
the retaliatory force safe from an initial attack. A solu­
tion, which is just being put into effect, is to put missiles, 
particularly our Minuteman and Titan, into hardened un­
derground silos. These silos can survive a blast pressure 
of at least 100 pounds per square inch and probably more. 
An explosion of 10 megatons causes a pressure of 100 
pounds per square inch at a distance of a mile and a half; 
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therefore, if silos are placed more than three miles apart, 
it is impossible by one attack, even by a la-megaton 
bomb, to destroy two Minutemen at the same time. In 
other words, it would take at least one la-megaton weapon 
to eliminate one tiny Minuteman. In fact, the enemy would 
need at least two such weapons in order to feel reasonably 
safe that he had destroyed the silo. It would take several 
smaller warheads, aimed with an accuracy at present prob­
ably not attainable, to do the same. 
The precise location of all these silos would have to be 
known to the attacking enemy if he wanted to destroy 
them, and this is very unlikely even in the open United 
States. It is reasonable to assume that by hardening to 100 
pounds per square inch and by proper spacing between 
the Minuteman and Titan silos, we have made our launch 
pads essentially invulnerable to enemy attack. The situa­
tion would not be changed if the enemy used lOa-megaton 
weapons, and this is clearly not a sensible way to use a 
big weapon. It is entirely clear that 100 missiles of one 
megaton each constitutes a far stronger defensive force 
than one missile of 100 megatons. 
OUR MINUTEMAN IS PROPELLED by solid fuel, which makes it instantly ready for take off. The first tests of 
Minutemen have been very successful. I believe that, in 
spite of our later start on intercontinental missiles, we now 
are building a more useful missile force than the Hussians 
have. Of course, they may change their force in the future. 
Heports in the newspapers earlier this year admitted 
that we also had an edge in the number of missiles de­
ployed; thus, there may well be a missile gap, which has so 
often been mentioned, but if there is a missile gap, it is in 
our favor-not in theirs. 
Even more invulnerable than the Minuteman is the Po­
laris missile, which is also propelled by solid fuel. To be 
safe from counterattack by Polaris submarines, an enemy 
would have to find all, or nearly all, of them. It is notori­
ously difficult to locate submarines. At present, we have 
on station Polaris submarines capable of launching about 
one hundred missiles. By means of Polaris and the hard­
ened Minuteman, premium on the first strike is essentially 
removed, and the danger of surprise attack is greatly 
reduced. 
The Hussians have, until now, sought to protect their 
strategic force by secrecy, not by hardness. If we do not 
know the location of their airfields and missile sites, we 
obviously cannot launch a successful counterforce strike. 
In their 1961 nuclear test series, however, there may be 
some indication that they may in the future adopt meth­
ods similar to our own. That series included many tests in 
the range from about one to about five megatons which is 
just the range that might be suitable for Hussia's second 
strike-missiles in hardened sites or in submarines. In ad­
dition, this summer they showed nuclear submarines in 
Leningrad harbor and announced that these, indeed, car­
ried ballistic missiles. Now it seems that they are also mov­
ing to invulnerable deterrent forces. This can only be to 
our advantage. If they do not need to fear surprise attack 
from the United States on 
their strategic forces, they 
will be far less nervous 
and far less likely to 
launch a pre-emptive at­

tack on us in a crisis. In fact, some people have said pre­

viously, before we knew about their 1961 tests and be­

fore we knew about their missile launching submarines, 

that it might be to our advantage to give them the Polaris 

submarine. 

The fact that a striking force can be made secure 
against surprise attack should make it possible to reduce 
its size greatly. The large size of our present strategic 
force is justified mainly by the expectation that only a 
fraction of that force would survive surprise attack by an 
enemy. When missiles are essentially invulnerable, you 
need much fewer, and it then becomes possible to slow 
down the arms race even without a formal treaty on arms 
limitation. However, in order to feel safe in limiting the 
size of its forces, each side must feel sure that the other 
side does not have largely superior forces. There is hope 
here because in the past the Soviet Union had followed a 
policy of deploying only limited numbers of planes and 
missiles. 
I F WE HAVE A FAIRLY GOOD knowledge of the strength of the Soviet Union, we also can limit the strength of our 
forces. If not, we must prepare on the assumption of the 
worst possible case. This is one strong rcason why the ex­
cessive secrecy of the Soviets is often very much against 
their own interests. 
Another consequence of the invulnerable missile is that 
secrecy loses most of its value. If the missile silos and the 
submarines cannot be destroyed by the available numbers 
of atomic weapons, then it makes no sense to keep them 
secret-it is no longer useful to know where these sites 
are. This should make it possible, both for ourselves and 
especially for the Russians, to greatly reduce secrecy. 
Ho\vever, the invulnerable deterrent has at least one 
disadvantage. As long as the strategic force consists of 
planes which can easily be destroyed, they will draw th 
encmy fire. In fact, many strategic analyses have assumed 
that if there is a war, then the fire will be concentrated 
entirely on military targets. However, once these military 
targets are essentially invulnerable, then to be destructive, 
an enemy will probably have to concentrate to a larger 
extent on bombing cities. This is most unfortunate and 
is against the sound military tradition of trying to destroy 
the enemy's war-making capabilities. But, I believe we 
have no choice but to accept this drawback of the stable 
deterrent. 
Some military experts have stated that the stable deter­
rent is likely to remain stable until one side or the other 
finds an effective civil defense or an anti-missile missile­
the so-called AICBM. I believe it is impossible to devise 
any really effective civil defense, and I believe the same is 
true of the AlCBM. 
The difficulty here is not the most obvious one, namely 
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that it is too difficult to hit a fast incoming missile with 
your own anti-missile. This can be done; in fact, we have 
a knowledge of some successful tests of our anti-missile, 
the Niki-Zeus. There is also no great problem about provid­
ing suitable atomic war heads for anti-missiles, contrnry to 
the claim of many opponents of the nuclear test ban. But 
the point is that the offense in intercontinental missiles has 
always many more possibilities than the defense. The of­
fense can choose its target and can concentrate its fire on 
one city, while the defense has to defend 20, .50, or 100 
different cities. Tbe offense can always bring in cnough 
missiles to use up all the defensive missiles which may 
exist near one city. The offense can fire a salvo of many 
missiles simultaneously, which will sahlrate the radars. 
Most important, the offense can send, together with the 
achml missiles, decoys which are gadgets that look to the 
radar just like missiles. You can't decoy a planc, you have to 
send another plane to look like a plane to the radar, but 
you can vcry easil, decoy an ICBM. In spite of intensive 
work on this problem over the last few years, it remains 
extremely difficult to find ways to tear them apart. For 
these reasons, I believe there will bc no effective AICBM 
system. 
I x MY OPl:'\IOi':, thc invulnerable deterrent mcans a real revolution in military tactics. Unfortunately, it seems as 
if this revolution has passed almost unnoticed by the pub­
lic. It is as much a revolution as the ICBM itself was, and 
for once thc military revolution works against the aggres­
sor and favors greater military stability and, hence, political 
stability. 
The prohlem of surprise attack has essentially been 
foilee! in the missile age ancl, thereby, many of the irra­
tional arguments about pre-emptive war', which have been 
published by our war thinkers, have become obsolcte. It 
is no longer ncccssary to respond to confusing radar sig­
nals by launching missiles immediately. Even if accidental, 
attack by one enemy mi sile or bombcr need no longer 
trigger a war, but can be answered first by suitable diplo­
matic action. If, against all our precautions, war should 
break out, it would no longer be necessary to shoot off 
clouds of missiles for fear the enemy will otherwise de­
stroy them. It's possible to limit the number actually fired 
to that which appears neccssary. Some of this has bcen in­
cluded in a famous spcech by Secretary McNamara in 
Michigan last summer. 
But while surprise attack and accidental war hav been 
made very unlikely, the possibility of thermonuclear war 
itself has in no way been eliminated. The most likely 
cause of a future war, I believe, is escallation. A small con­
flict could lead to a conventional war. This could lead to 
a local war with nuclear weapons, and then to a thermo­
nuclear war with missiles. If we are rational, we stop at 
some point before we come to a thermonuclear war with 
missilcs-but are wc going to be? In a crisis, emotions are 
stirred up and, surely, the enoml0US number of bombers 
and missiles is frightening. It would help greatIy to reduce 
thesc numbers-this is why we need disarmament. 
The most publicized kind of disarmament is the nuclear 
testing ban. The best result we got from four years of 
fruitless negotiations on the test ban was that we recog­
nized our deficiencies in developing a disarmament policy 
and set up the United States Arms Control and Disarma­
ment Agency. This agency deals with all the political, 
military and technical problems of disarmament, and 
think it is a great advantage we have gained from having 
a permanent agency dealing with these problems whether 
prospects are good, indifferent, or bad. 
Now, in which area should there be disarmament? The 
most important area, I believe, is the area of strategic de­
livery vehicles. Because of their large size, bomber planes 
and long-rangc missiles are easy to find once you have 
some access to a country, which makes inspection possible. 
Since they are easy to find, you can inspect. At present, 
we have about .500 B-.52's and a thousand B-47's, and in a 
few years we are planning to have about a thousand in­
vulnerable long-range missiles. It seems to me cntirely 
safe to reduce this force to a few hundred missiles, once 
they are invulnerable, each carrying perhaps one megaton 
in contrast to the 10 or 20 megatons now carried by our 
planes. This would be an enormous reduction of the total 
destructive force. 
One should remember in this connection that all the 
bombing raids on Germany in "Torld War II together 
addcd up to about one megaton. Still, there would be a 
drastic reduction, and this drastic reduction in our striking 
force would only be possible if we could be sure that the 
othcr side had made a similar reduction. 
This brings us to the all important problem of disarma­
ment: the problem of inspection. In September of last 
year, in a very important document, John McCloy, then 
the disarmament adviser to President Kennedy, and Mr. 
Zorin of the Soviet Union, agreed on some principles of 
disarmament. Among them, specifically and explicitly, was 
that any disarmament treaty should include inspection. 
Though the two sides did not agree on the kind of in­
spection, including the word in thc agreement offers hope. 
It is most remarkable and encouraging that this agreement 
was concluded in the midst of an intensified phase of the 
cold war. The Russian offer, so far, had been to let us wit­
ness the dcstruction of whatever missiles or planes they 
may in thc future agree to destroy. Unfortunately, this is 
not of great interest to us. \;\Ie must rather know and in­
spect the armament remaining to them. With their type of 
inspection, we could not guard against new weapon pro­
duction, nor against a false declaration of initial armament. 
Our type of inspection, namely of what remains, be­
comes increasingly important tile further disarmament 
progresses. Assume, for instance, that one side has initially 
.50 per cent more armament than it declares. This makes 
vcry little difference. But now assume that we agree to 
destroy 50 per cent of the armament, then the side which 
has made the false declaration will have twice as much 
armament as it is supposed to have. As disarmament pro­
gresscs further, the disparity will be worse. 
16 
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It is agreed by the Russians and ow-selves that inspec­
tion becomes increasingly important as disarmal11C1lt pro­
gresses. On the other hand , we must admit that tbe Rus­
sians also have good reasons for their point of view. As 
long as most of their delivery vehides are soft, like lon g­
range planes and missiles above ground, then we could 
destroy these by our surprise attack and , I beli eve, the 
nu~sjans are as afraid of our surprise attack as we are of 
theirs. In this situation, they naturally wish to preserve one 
of their great(~s t military asse ts: secrecy of the locations of 
most of their striking force. 
Thus, we have an impasse. \-\le need to inspect. The 
Russians need their secrecy. Thc best way out has heen 
sll ggested by Professor Louis Stone of the Harvard Law 
School. Be suggests inspection by an ingenious sampling 
procedure. Each of the two countries, Russia and the 
United States, draws np a map of its own territory, divid­
ing it into a number of areas- le t us say 20. Each country 
chooses the shape, loca tion and size oJ these areas to its 
own liking, but in such a manner tlwt each area has ap­
proximatel y the same military importance or value. The 
two maps ::I re exchanged . At the same time, each country 
declares the total number of its missiles and airplanes, its 
important military production fllciliti es, and other military 
assets, alld the number of each of these categories located 
in each of the 20 areas. This still does not give informa­
tion which would he useful for an athlck. If you know 
there are 100 missiles in one area, you still don't know 
whcn! they are in a way so that YOll could atta ck them 
and. destroy the.m . 
N Ow COU:\THY E, having received all the information from COUll try A, will choose an area to be illspeeteJ. 
For example : Area 17. Then Country B has the right to in­
spect Area 17 of Country A ill aJl details, using planes and 
automobiles, going into facto ries and so on, with limita­
tions to be stipulated in the treaty. Country A has similar 
rights in Country B. 
Now, what does this accomplish? It mealls that only 5 
per cent of each country is open to inspection to begin 
with and it leaves the Russians their chcrished secrecy for 
9.5 per cent of their COUll try and , hence, presumably, for 
9.3 per cent of their strategic force. At the same time, we 
can verify the initial Russian declaration of existing anna­
ments in Area 17 in every detail. But Area 17 was chosen 
completely at randolTl . If the initial declaration of anna­
mcnts is verificd in that area, it is likely to be correct in 
other areas as well. You can argue this out in de tail. 
If, for instance, COUll try A tries to cheat by putting 
three times as many missiles ill Area 6 as it has declared, 
then it is quite likely that Country B will know about this 
from intelligence and pick exactly Area G to inspect. 
The zone accounting procedurc is a good check on the 
accuracy of the initial declaration and, hence, would estab­
lish that trllst be tween the nations which is so much lack­
ing today and so important for disarmament. 
In addition to the method of inspection, a disarmament 
agreement must, of course, specif" the schedule of arms 
reduction . Let us assume 
strategic armaments are to 
be reduced by 10 per cent 
every half year, to be re­
peated nine times until 
only 10 per cent oJ the initial armalllellts remaill. Every 
half year a new declaration of total armaments will bave to 
be made, both hy Hussia and the United States, which 
lIlllst show at least 10 per cellt less total force than the pre­
vious . And every half year another area is picked for in­
spection . In time, disarmament must also extend to other 
countries. 
The zone plan has been adopted as a possible inspection 
procedure in the official U. S. Dism:mament Proposal at 
Geneva last spring. So far, the Hllssian answer has beell 
negative . However, privately, some RlIssians have ex­
pressed illten!st in the plan and I do not believe it has 
been completely rejected . It secms to mc important that 
disarmament, whether along this plan or allY other, should 
not disappear with the establi shment of invulnerable stra­
tcgic forces hoth hy us and by the Russians . Since these 
forces arc only now being built up, this mealls that pre­
sumahly the number of weapons in certain categories lllll st 
initiall y be increased , while others are heing rednced . 
Thus, the agreement should be sufficientl y Hexible and 
must not, for example, call for the samc percentage re­
duction ill each category. 
On the other hand , it seems to me essential that negotia­
tions for arms reduction should begin now when the stable 
invlllnerahle deterrent is nearly in sight. At this point, 
both sides have reason to feel strong and secure so that 
negotiation is from strength on both sides . Postponement 
to the time when stable deterrent forces are flllly ckvcl­
oped is Ullnecessary if the treaty permits such develop­
ment. At the same time, <my postponcmeut is dangerous 
because new factors may upset the balance, either tech­
nological changes or increased power of additional nations. 
I do not believe that we are ready for cqmplete and 
general disarmament because too many changes will have 
to be made in the political structure of the world to make 
this possible. Such changes will at least take some time . 
But a drastic reduction in armament can safdy be made. 
The official proposals of the United Statcs have :ldopted 
this point of view. The Russians , until recently, have in­
sisted on comple te elimination of all strategic weapons in 
the first stage of disarmament, but in their latest draft 
treaty on cl isarmament, the Russians seem for the first time 
to have adopted the idea of partial disarmament and of a 
balanced , small, strategic deterrent force. After this first 
stage of disarmament, this is the step to agreement. 
There are many problems in disarmament and in world 
politics on which the Soviet Union and the United States 
disagree. \.ye cannot \vait for agreement on all these points 
before stopping the arms race. It is important to make a 
heginn ing to rcduce and to limit armaments, even if we 
cannot eliminate them completely. I believe there arc 
ways to do this which, far from endangering the securit~' 
of the United States, will actually increase it. 
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Students, as weIl as faculty, were inte rviewed for the t('levisiol1 show. 
H ere, technicians wire pretty Miche lle Strickler for sOllnd . ;\Iichelle 
is a liberal arts freshl1lan fronl Yonkers. New York. 
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"L'D1ES ;\1\"1) GEl',TLE~-JE1\", I'm Spencer Allen and our 
special program is about a change th at's taking 
place in this cOllntry. It's a change of tremendous impor­
tance and one that needs to be defined and understood . 
"Basically, it's a new kind of relationship that's develop­
ing between the modern Amed ean university and the 
whole of society, extending into practieallv every area of 
human affairs: getting a job, holding a job, attracting in­
dustry into a community, maintaining puhlie health, main­
taining the national defellse, breathing pure air, getting 
yom teeth fixed, or getting to the moon. 
"Our example is \Vashington University . which is of 
much more importance to America and of infinitely more 
importance to the St. Louis metropolitan area than you 
probably know or had any reason to expect ." 
\\lith this opening, KMOX-TV, the Columbia Broad­
casting System tclevisiou station in St. Louis, brought to 
its viewers this winter an hour-long program on prime 
evening time devoted to vVashington University. 
Entitled "The Age of the Egghead,'· the program at­
tempted to impart to its viewers some idea of the impor­
hUlce of the m odern nniversity to the cOlllmunity and th e 
nation. During the hour show, the camera wandered over 
Ule campus, picturing students and faculty in dozens of 
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clincrent situations, and showing work in progress in the 
classrooms, the seminars, the laboratories, ami in the fi eld. 
Students were interviewed, outstanding faculty members 
were shown at work , current research projec; ts were ex­
amined, and many, mallY (jlJestions were asked . 
In one sequence, the program's narrator, Spencer Allen, 
ve teran K!vlOX-TV news commentator, interviewed George 
E. Pake, provost of the University. The scene was the site 
of the \Vashingtoll University cyclotron, now undergoing 
extensive modernization . Allen makes the point that the 
cyclotron is located a short distance from the old troll ey 
line stop, and remarks on the growth of the University 
from t.he days when it was known as a '·streetcar college'· 
to ib present national eminence. Afte.r discllssing Uw re­
markable dlanges that have taken place in reccnt years, 
Allen slIggests talking to Dr. Pake to gain some insight 
illto how it all came about. 
ALLEN: vVasn't this machine lIsed in connection with the 
Hrst atomic homb? 
PAKE: This machine played a vital role in the work on 
the atomic bomb. It was used to obtain the first measure­
able and usable quantities of pilltonium, which .is an im­
portant in gredient in one kind of chain react ion, and it 
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archaeology, was shown in the classroom, and a 
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was an indispensable tool in our atomic energy effort dur­
ing the war. 
ALLEN: That was 20 years ago, of course, but is it still 
n Ilseful scientific tool? 
PAKE: Vcry elefinitely. \~le're in process now of redesign­
ing the cyclotron and modernizing it ill order to provide 
higher energy particles. 
ALLEN: But you still don't use it to make plutonium for 
atomic energy purposes, do you? 
PAKE: \Ve'vc moved on to new problems. The machine 
will be used to accelerate particles to bombard atomic 
nuclei. In these experiments, we will be discovering more 
about the nature of the fuudamental forces that hold the 
nucleus together. These forces are quite different from 
gravitational or electrical forces as we know them- they're 
a wholly different kind of force and their nature is a b,lsic 
questio;l which confronts s~icnce today. 
ALLEN: Dr. Pake, we've spoken about a turning point ill 
higher education, a post-war change in the relationships 
hetweell the country as a whole and colleges and univer­
sities. Many pcople date this change to the clay Russia 
launched its first satellite. Do you think this was a tUl'l1­
ing point as far as \Vashington University is concerned? 
PAKE: Of COll.rse, the launching of H.ussia's first satellitc 
did scrve to underscore in the puhlic mind the great re­
liance which a moclem nation and a modern society put 
upon vigorous scicncc and strong educational institutions. 
Howcver, there has been a widcspread realization in this 
country ever since the end of \Vorld vVar II of the im­
portance to the natioll of a strong educational institution 
as a center of learning and discovery, and as a focal point 
of the whole development of our nation's cultural, econom­
ic, SCientific, and political growth. 
ALLEN: \~Ihen and how did \Vashington University 
change its outlook to meet the changes that were taking 
place in the post-war worlel? 
PAKE: I think it's less a matter of when than of whom. I 
would say that when Dr. Arthur Compton came to the 
U lIiversity as its chancellor at the close of the wartime 
period, he brought to the University a new breadth in 
horizolJS and an international and a national reputation, 
which served greatly to accclerate this change. 
ALLEN: One last question: How do you sum up thc 
J 	 changes that have taken place here since the early days of 
the cyclotron and that first nuclear research program, and 
the policies that began with Dr. Compton after the war? 
P AKE: I believe all of us in the grcater St. Louis area arc 
aware of the fact that over many ycars the University has 
had a medical school that is wielely respected, nationally 
anel internationally. I think that the great change that has 
taken place at \Vashington University in recent years is 
that the entire institution is heing brought up to the level 
of quality and competence that has long been associated 
with our Medical School. 
At olle point in the program, the narrator discusses thc 
large number of out-of-state and foreign students on cam­
pus and remarks, "There is, beyond qucstion, a new so­
phistication, a new cosmopolitan atmosphere on the cam­
pus of \Vashington University." He thell asks some per­
tinent questions about this dcvelopment: 
"\Vith more and more youngsters trying to crowd into 
ollr universities each year, the ave~rage St. Louis parcnt may 
be prompted to ask, '\Vhat was wrong with the old \Vash­
ington University? 
'\Vhy couldn't it have stayed what it always lIsed to be 
.. . the "streetcar collegc" ... a St. Louis area institlltion 
primarily for thc benefit of St. Louis area people? 
'Do we need prestige and advanced scholarship as much 
as \'le need a place where ollr children can gct a reasonable 
education at a price we can afford?'" 
To answer these questions, the narrator interviewed 
Robert L. Payton. vice chancellor for Univcrsitv dcvelop­
ment. Here is his answer: 
PAYTON: It is true that \Vashjngton Univcrsity is harder 
to get into than it was before the war. The reason is that 
our acadcmie standards have risen sharply. \\le demand 
more of our students. They have to work harder and pcr­
form better. There is 110 question that the primary pur­
pose of this or any other university is to provide higher 
education for young people, and Ilowadays there's so mnch 
cnrollment prcssure that the administrators of every uni­
versity have to ask what kind of higher (!dueation, and 
how much, and for what young people? The times arc 
such that every university has to specialize to a certain ex­
tent and concentratc on the kind of job it ~an do best. 
\Ve're a private instihltion. \~7e're not an especially 
large one. \'Ve have a physical problem of elbow room. 
This pointed the way toward higher entrance qualifica­
tions and excellence of scholarship as opposed to greatly 
expanded enrollment. In other words, we had practical as 
well as philosophical reasons for placing our emphasis 011 
quality rather than on quantity. But the higher and more 
important reason for this policy was simply that our chan­
cellors, beginning with Dr. Arthur Holly Compton, and 
the Board of Directors, believed that this was the way 
that thc University ought to go. 
~Ie think this is what we should clo, but we're also con­
vinced that our policy coincides with the best possible in­
terests of St. Louis. How clo you go about putting sllch a 
policy into effect? 
\Vith Dr. Compton's determination that \Vashington 
University should bccome a national rather than a loeal 
or regional institution, he began to build our prescnt fae­
ultY-,1 faCility that includes a remarkable nllmber of 
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scholars of great national and even intel'llational reputa­
tion. This kind of faculty dovetailed with the concept of 
the sllperior student, a limited enrollment of undergradll­
ates who have provcd their <lbility and their desire to 
work. \Vithollt such students, it's impossible to attract an 
olltstanding faculty and an outstanding faculty attracts 
precisely such students. Each element reacts with the 
other and in the prOcess generates the kind of atmosphere 
ill which results multiply. 
The simple truth is that we have a faCilIty that any uni­
versity in the COUll try might envy and from which great 
achievement is asslII'ed. In spite of the fact that St. Louis' 
high school youngsters have to compete for admission 
with students from all over the eounh'~', we believe we're 
bllilding the kind of univcrsity that is not only in the in­
tcrcst of the St. Louis community, but in the interest of 
the entire nation. 
To conclude the program, the nnrr<Itor intervit~w('d 
Chancellor Thomas H. Eliot. Given helow is the complete 
text of that interview: 
ALLEN: Mr. Eliot, practically cvery big undertaking 
these days seems to involve an enormous expenditure of 
mOllcy. Just what is th e annual operating budget of \IVash­
ington University? 
ELIOT: You certainly start oft with a good, earthy ques­
tion of the kind that troubles a chancellor's sleep of nights . 
This is a big husiness. The budget, counting the Medical 
School and all the rest of the University this ycar, is 
around $:32 million. Of that, about $9 million is the Medi­
cal School budget, which is actually kept separately for 
acconnting purposes, so the rest is around $23 million. 
.\Jow, of this, we get about one-third in rcsearch grants 
from the government which is, of course, spent right away 
for those resea rch projects, and we get slightly less than 
one-third from tuition income. Not everyhody rea lizes this. 
Tuition seems hjgh and, of course, it is , here as e lsewhere, 
compared to 10, 15, or 20 years ago. nut even so, the pro­
portion of our total income and total expenditures repre­
sented by the tuition payments of students runs around 
29 or :30 percent. This is, I think, a pattel'l1 pretty widely 
spread across universities in this country and I don' t think 
that \Vashillgton University is any exceptiolJ in this area. 
ALLEN : 1 suppose this money comes from tuition, ('11­
dowll1ents, and so Oil , bnt not from taxes. Now then , do 
you think that private schools like \Vashingtol1 University 
arc at a disadvantage whell compared to, say, the Univer­
sity of Missouri or the University of lllinois? 
ELIOT: Not exactly a disadvantage no!' an advantage in 
financial terms. The state IIniversities look primarily to the 
state governments and public funds. For financial support 
outside of tuition and government grants, we look to pri­
vate sources : OUl' a]unmi and corporations, bot.h national 
and especially those in the St. Louis area. There is a real 
advantage, 1 think, or a real place at least for the private 
IIniversity. \'Ve are able, as most of the state universities 
are finding it very hard to be, to select our students, to 
have a very high quality of student body and to remain 
comp<lnltivdy small. 'vVe're not a small university, hut 
we're not a very large one and we don't intend to he a 
very large one. All th ese would be very difficult to accom­
plish if we were subject to the public pressure that any 
state university is under. 
ALLEN: \Vould you say that the United States govern­
ment is hecoming increasingly involved? 
ELIOT : The United States government is deeply involved 
in higher education everywhere. As the research figures oJ 
the report given by the United States government, mostl y 
in scientific and engineering fi elds indicate, there nre some 
institntions where most of the. operating budget <Ictllally 
comes from the United States government. Pote ntially, this 
is possibly a de triment to the independence of the institu­
tion in formulating its own educational and research pro­
gram. For the most part, however, the availahility of fed­
eral fnnds has not, 1 think, warped the scientific and schol­
arly achievements or interests of university faculties and, 
of course, these moneys are expended for the national 
be llefit and thus enable the universities to make a real 
eontribution to the national welfare. 
ALLEN: lvJr. Eliot, how do scholars and administrators 
measure the excellence of a college or university? 
ELIOT: That's a very difficult question. A university is 
measured by other educators largely, I think, in te rms of 
the proven ability of its students , the reputation of its 
faculty, the reputation ea rned by its alumni, and the excel­
lence of its facilities. In all of these things, a good man~' 
universities, \Vashington University included, have been 
striving mightily for this elusive thing that we call excel­
lence. \Ve feel very strongl~' that an enduring nation, a 
successful civilization , depends largely on the high quality 
and the intensive work done in educational institutions . 
This requires an empbasis on e,Xcellelicc and this is what 
we are trying to achipve here. 
ALLEN: Do you think many people holl\ the notion that 
a degree is a degree regardless of where it comes from? 
ELIOT: It's unfortunate if this is the case. The hachelor's 
degree certainly mealls something to everybody, but a 
bachelor's degree from institutions with high quality proh­
ably should be worth more than a b,lcllelor'5 degree from 
onE' that has 110 admission standards, extremely underpaid 
fa culty, and no facilities worthy of note. 
ALLEl'\: We gather that the new \Vashington l J niversity 
wants to be identified with its brilliant and sometimes out­
spoken faculty members . Now, there are people, however, 
who equate this with what they call "liberalism" and 
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Highlight of the program was an interview by Spellcer 
Allen with Chancellor Thomas H. Eliot , dming which 
\If. Eliot answered questions about th e University amI 
its fllture . 
• 
Among the students interviewed was 
Doretta Hsai-Sun YII, who c;)me to 
the University's School of Fine 
Arts [rom Hong Kong. 
Narrator Spencer Allen sits down with 
students from all over the world to ask why 
each of them chose \Vllshingtoll UniV{-~rsity 
amI to find Ollt what they think of th", 
institution. 
Fred Conway, instructor in the 
School of Fine Arts and a nationally 
known artist, discusses a recent 
portrait with his students. 
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they're suspicious of it. Now, do you think there is such a 
thing as too much independence in a university? 
ELIOT: There are more words in that question, Mr. Allen, 
that are difficult to define than I like to think about. I 
don't first know quite what you mean by "the new VVash­
ington University"-we're still the old Washington Uni­
versity getting better and better by the minute. I don't 
think this means that we're brand new by any means. In 
the second place, I don't quite know what you mean by 
being "identified" with prominent faculty members. Of 
course, we're proud of our outstanding scholars and sci­
entists and teachers. This does not mean that we identify 
ourselves as an institution with everything they happen to 
say. In fact, one of the real problems, when you're dealing 
in this area, is: V,rho does speak for an instihltion? A pro­
fessor is a private citizen. He's also got a job teaching in 
the university. \'\Thcre he is teaching in a university, he is 
responsiblc to his own discipline, he's responsible to his 
university, he's responsible to his calling, and to his con­
scicncc. Outside of his own field if, as a citizen, he wishes 
to express an opinion, he has, I think, as much right as any 
other human being in a free country-and I think we are 
decidedly a free country and will rcmain so--to say what 
he thinks. As far as who speaks for a university is con­
cerned, I suppose that theoretically the chancellor or the 
president comes closest to filling that bill, but even he 
doesn't necessarily speak for a thing called the university, 
which is a community of scholars who may have different 
opinions. I can conceive of a university president stating 
an opinion, especially outside of thc field of higher educa­
tion, but even it! that field, which is not necessarily shared 
by members of his faculty or even of his board. It's a little 
hard to say exactly "vhat you mean by identifying a uni­
versity with people or with individuals in terms of their 
opinions. 
Now, with respect to the second part of your question­
I certainly do feel that the whole history of human prog­
ress is tied up with the interplay of new ideas with old 
ideas. You can't have such an interplay and can't have any 
real, big, new ideas in the intellectual or the scientific field 
without controversy-all history shows this. The people 
who hold to the old say the new ideas are wrong and 
sometimes even wicked. And all progress has been replete 
-all history has been replete-with incidents of this kind . 
This breeds controversy. The place for this controversy, 
this kind of interchange of intellectual and scientific ideas, 
is the free university in a free society. I think a university 
without controversy is, therefore, a dead university. 
ALLEN: Mr. Eliot, we have said that \Vashington Uni­
versity has become a national institution. More and more 
students are coming from the nation at large, and the 
scope of research work that's going on and the quality of 
the faculty are definitely on a national scale. But how 
would you relate this with the needs of the local St. Louis 
community? 
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ELIOT: Two or three different ways. For one thing, I 
think it's a mighty good thing for any local community to 
have within its area a national university of great distinc­
tion and quality. The mere existence of such a university 
brings to the city a large number of the ablest, most inter­
esting, most fruitful, productive musicians, scholars, sci­
entists, technicians-greatly adding to the enjoyment of 
life and also to the productivity of industry in the par­
ticular city. 
There are several examples that are frequently made of 
the way industry has developed in certain metropolitan 
areas largely because of the existence of popular universi­
ties in those areas. I think a strong program at Washing­
ton University, for instance, in physics, in the applied sci­
ences, in chemistry, in biology, would have a great po­
tential impact on the development of industry in this area. 
The industry of the future is going to be hcavily research­
oriented, and it's going to need the availability of the 
brains that exist in a good university and the kind of peo­
ple that are attracted to the city because of the existence 
of the university. 
Now, these are some ways in which \Vashington Uni­
versity can greatly servc the St. Louis community even by 
the very fact that it's becoming a renowned national uni­
versity. In addition to that, of course, we still have suffi­
cient local orientation so that we are acutely aware of our 
community service potential in more familiar fields. Our 
Social Science Institute is deeply involved in numerous 
research efforts stimulated by community bodies, includ­
ing the city government, and our University College, 
which is largely an adult education program for the peo­
ple of the St. Louis area, is at a new high with 8300 people 
enrolled right now. 
ALLEN: This is a very broad question, but what do you 
think are the biggest problems facing civilization-prob­
lems, at least, in which this university will be involved? 
ELIOT: That is a big question. I guess it is keeping from 
being blown up and being able to look to a future when 
man can live in freedom. The reason those very big issues 
concern higher education and concern vVashington Uni­
versity is that in order to not be blown up, and in order 
to preserve and enlarge the area of the free society, it's 
going to take extraordinarily able, thoughtful men and 
women of mature wisdom and capable and sound judg­
ment. Kow, no university can guarantee wisdom and judg­
ment in its graduates, but perhaps the central function of 
Washington University and of other institutions of highe r 
education is to train the minds of young men and young 
women so that they havc a better chance than they other­
wise would have to achieve wisdom ancl to exercise the 
sound judgment that's going to be necessary for the preser­
vation and enlargement of the area of freedom and, in­
deed, the preservation of humanity. 
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Isidore Silvel' is one of the Univel'sity's 
outstanding scholal's. Last yeal', the Washington 
Univel'sity Pmss issued Ronsard and the 
Greek Epic, the fil'st volume of his monumental 
study Ronsard and the Hellenic Renaissance 
in France. This essay on humanism, as 
applicable to today's wodd, perhaps, as it is 
to the Renaissance, is based on a paper 1'ead 
before the French 2 (Renaissance) section of 
the Modem Language Association. It appea1'ed 
subsequently in Studi Francesi published 
by the University of Turin. 
By ISIDORE SILVER 
Professor of Romance Languages 
'" 
CONSCIENCE OF
HUMANISM THE RENAISSANCE 
If humanism is essentially an effort to revive 
the thought, the knowledge, and the culture 
of antiquity ... then it is the very conscience 
of the Renaissance. 
AUGUSTIN RENAUDET 
I N 1942, AT THE depth of one of the great crises of mod­ern times which had left France and much of Europe 
at the mercy of the conqueror, the classicists and human­
ists of the Association Guillaume Bude published the first 
number of a new periodical and chose as its name a phrase 
taken from the tenth chapter of Pantagruel, "Lettres d' 
Humanite." 
Rabelais there describes an extremely difficult litiga­
tion between monsieur de Baysecul and monsieur de 
Humevesne which had set the entire legal profession of 
France by the ears. The original point of dissension had 
been buried under a mountain of briefs and further dark­
ened by counsel based upon the inept opinions of mediae­
val jurists who "possessed no knowledge of either the 
Greek or Latin tongues," although, Pantagruel adds, "the 
laws were originally taken from the Greeks .. . and were 
later drafted in the most elegant Latin.. .." Pantagruel's 
scorn for the jurists is not based on their ignorance of the 
classical languages as such, but on their neglect of these 
languages as intellectual instruments indispensable for the 
comprehension of the laws. 
The following passage, in which he expresses the de­
pendence of law upon philosophy, and of both upon a 
knowledge of the ancient languages and history, was placed 
by the editors of the new periodical on the verso of its 
title-page as a continuing epigraph: "Furthermore, in view 
of the fact that the laws have their roots in moral and 
natural philosophy, how can one expect these imbeciles to 
understand it, who, by Heaven, have studied philosophy 
less than my mule? So far as humane letters and the knowl­
edge of antiquity and of history are concerned, they are 
burdened with these disciplines about as much as a toad 
is with feathers, and yet the laws are steeped in them and 
cannot be understood without them...." In explanation 
of this epigraph, the editors added the following comment: 
"Humane letters, according to Abel Lefranc's edition of 
Rabelais, are the classical literatures considered as an in­
strument of moral education." 
One must admire the intellectual and moral courage of 
the group of humanists \vho, instead of allowing them­
selves to be overwhelmed in the misfortune that had over­
taken their countIy, chose tbis moment to reassert, against 
the racism of the occupying power, their rational faith in 
Humanism. But wc must understand this word and this 
rational faith if our admiration is to be as enlightened as 
their courage was exemplary. The meaning of the word 
and of the spiritual attitude which it represents are not 
easy to grasp. It is certain that no definition of it exists or 
can exist to which all may subscribe with full consent. No 
member or segment of humanity would admit that the 
principles by which it lives could not be described as hu­
manist principles. To make such an admission would be to 
read oneself or one's group out of the society of man. The 
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varieties of Humanism are therefore as numerous as the 
intellectual, religious, and political disciplines which have 
thought about their relationship to mankind, and have 
tried, more or less legitimately, to make their doctrine ac­
ceptable by covering it with the honorific cloak of human­
ism. 
I T IS POSSIBLE, and may not be entirely vain, to draw up a list of the varieties of humanism which a moderately 
attentive reader will find in a short investigation. In addi­
tion to classical humanism, he will find allusions to mediae-
al and Renaissance humanism, to literary and civic hu­
manism, to Christian, Catholic, and Reformed, that is to 
say, Protestant, humanism, to theological, patristic, theo­
centric, and devout humanism, to human, anthropocentric, 
and heroic humanism, and, as a clear sign of the confusion 
that has unhinged our sense of values, to totalitarian hu­
manism. Had La Fontaine ever turned his attention to this 
problem, one is tempted to imagine that his dogs and 
wolves, if they had laid claim to a place in a fabled re­
public of letters, would have barked in favor of a bestial 
humanism, and who can be perfectly persuaded that their 
music would not somewhere have found enchanted hear­
ers? If there is any purpose in throwing together in a 
promiscuous heap these false and genuine aspects of hu­
manism, it is to show the danger of lcaving undefined a 
term which the most noble and ignoble movements have 
claimed as expressing their essence. 
Each of these movements has placed before the word 
"humanism" a comforting proprietary epithet which im­
plicitly seeks to establish a vested right in the reality that 
the word represents. In so doing, each sincerely imagines 
that it sees the outlines of that humanist reality with ulti­
mate definition through the enlarging glass of its own doc­
trine, and is for that reason convinced that every other 
tendency, in adopting the same procedure, has merely put 
on blinders . Perhaps we ought to see in this illusion a good 
reason for seeking our own definition in an intellectual cli­
mate that prevailed before humanism had become so vari­
ously differentiated. 
Even if we were perplexed as to where this intellectual 
climate might be found, a study of any of the particular 
humanisms enumerated earlier, with the exception of the 
quasi-human ones, would quickly lead us to it. It is virtu­
ally impossible to read half a dozen pages on this subject 
without being led back to the period of Greek philosophy 
that embraced the teaching of Socrates, Plato, and Aris­
totle. Christian, Jewish, and Islamic thinkers return again 
and again to this source, and they are faithfully followed 
by the commentators and expositors down to our own 
time. 
Influenced by numerous legends that cautioned men and 
heroes, on pain of eternal torment, not to aspire to things 
divine, and with that Hellenic principle of moderation that 
became crystal1ized in the proverb, "Nothing too much," 
the Greeks sought and attained a prudent understanding 
of the limit tllat separates man from the god5. The poet 
says to the victor in the great national games, at the mo­
ment of his highest achievement, "... let him remember 
that the limbs he is robing are mortal, and that in the end 
of all he will be clad in a vesture of clay." In many forms, 
under many different images, this thought is repeated by 
the Greek writers of antiquity. It received its most con­
cise expression in the aphorism: "Mortal aims befit mor­
tals." 
But there was a different current of Hellenic thought 
which had already found full expression in Plato before it 
became the principle of Aristotle's theory of human hap­
piness. According to this principle, which identifies human 
happiness with the activity of the intellect, man failed to 
realize his utmost potentialities if he allowed himself to be 
dominated by the limitations of mortality. The life that 
Plato and Aristotle proposed to their disciples was a cease­
less striving to rise above the human level. It was a life 
that man might achieve not in virtue of his humanity but 
in virtue of a divine quality within him that compelled him 
to seek out the direction of the rational human ideal. "If 
then," said Aristotle in the tenth book of the Nicom­
achean Ethics, "the intellect is something divine in com­
parison with man, so is th life of the intellect divine in 
comparison with human life. Nor ought we to obey those 
who enjoin that a man should have man's thoughts and a 
mortal the thoughts of mortality, but we ought so far as 
possible to achieve immortality, and do all that man may 
to live in accordance with the highest thing in him." 
To ACHIEVE IMMORTALITY. Here is a word that must confound all those who would undermine the humanist 
effort by eradicating the classical languages from our teach­
ing programs on the ground that the major classical authors 
may be found in translation. The passage from Aristotle 
that I have just quoted contains without question one of 
the culminating thoughts in the development of Greek 
moral philosophy from the time of Socrates, and yet the 
difference between Greek and English, or French, or Ital­
ian, is such, that it is hard to convey in these languages, 
except in a quite approximate way, the sense of the most 
critical word in which Aristotle's meaning is concentrated. 
'A(}avaTi(;Hv, according to the foregoing translation, means 
"to achieve immortality." Another version is "[tol make 
ourselves immortal." 'With thcse translations, it is scarcely 
possible to avoid the conclusion that Aristotle was pro­
posing as the highest end of human activity the attainment 
of immortal fame. This is far from the philosopher's 
thought. Because he was trying to reduce the force of the 
proverbial expression, "Mortal aims befit mortals," which 
could be made the apology for every surrender, Aristotle 
proposed that men live in accordance with a principle of 
reason that was without death, &(}al'lXTo>, not merely im­
mortal, but unmortal, godlike in its nature. The activity of 
this principle he expressed in the verb /-;(}avaT[1;,Hv, "to 
participate in the divine." According to a credible con­
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jecture by \Verner Jaeger, Dante, who knew the Ethics 
well, may have been translating this verb, or more exactly, 
making Aristotle's thought his own, when, in his expression 
of gratitude to his teacher Brunetto Latini, himself deeply 
indebted to the Ethics, he said: 
you taught me how man makes himself etemal. 
.... 
That the devout Dante should have found in Aristotle a 
guide to what is eternal and without death in man, is not 
more surprising than the teaching of St. Thomas that many 
righteous pagans were saved, or the prayer of Erasmus, 
"Sancte Socrates, ora pro nobis." Each in his way was pay­
ing homage to the principle that the proper study of man­
kind was a humanism that solicited the epithet dJlavaro< 
because it was superior to time and death . 
ATTEMPTING IMMEDIATELY after the war to reassert the 
l\. value of the humanist tradition shaken by the terrible 
blows it had sustained, Fernand Robert published one of 
the finest expositions of humanist belief that I know. On 
thc relationship between education and humanism, 
M. Robert says: ".. . humanism is a complete act of con­
fidence in the human tradition as a means of educating 
man; it is the conviction that a true image of man exists, 
that this image is constituted by the totality of all the 
great works, that is to say, of all the works that have sur­
vived to our own day, and that every human being in the 
course of his education must learn to take his stand before 
any of these great works as representing an eternal aspect 
of human nature ." 
The result of the immense intellectual effort of early 
European and French humanism was brilliantly vindicated 
on French soil, as it was elsewhere, by a generation of 
writers and poets such as the world has not often seen. 
"Never," says M . Robert, "was the synthesis between a 
broad conception of human life and the study of antiquity 
more perfect or more fruitful than in our sixteenth cen­
tury in France. Of all the uses of the word humanism, the 
one that occurs the most frequently and has the widest 
acceptance, is the one that recognizes the most illusb'ious 
representatives of humanism in Montaigne, in Rabelais, in 
Ronsard." Augustin Renaudet described that humanism 
definitively when he called it "the very conscience of the 
Renaissance." 
Indeed, humanism conceived as a discipline of endur­
ing values is the conscience of every period, and every 
period is in this sense a greater or lesser rebirth to a unify­
ing tradition which transcends time and historical change. 
But nothing in nature, or in the nature of man, provides 
him with a beam of light upon which he may ride dog­
matically to the realization of his intellectual, aesthetic, 
and ethical ideals. Humanism can be the conscience of a 
perpetual renascence if it thinks upon itself, if it is aware 
of its own essence. Only then will it be capabfe of passing 
unharmed through the many dangers that beset it. 
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The greatest of these dangers may not be those that 
assail it from without. \"ere not the "Lettres d'Humanitl~" 
established at a time when all values seemed obliterated 
in France? The tyrants, responding instinctively to the be­
hest of Caliban, have burned the books as unavailingly as 
Xerxes once flogged the mighty Hellespont, and having 
made this petulant and ephemeral gesture, which time has 
already begun to reduce to its puerile, though savage, pro­
portions, have passed from the scene of history. No, the 
cenb'al danger lies within. It is the failure to recognize that 
the end of literary and cultural history is value and that 
the end of scholarship is not science conceived as the addi­
tion of knowledge to J.."llOwledge, however precious that 
may be, but humanism. In one of the great documents of 
the Renaissance, Gargantua writes to his son, "may I see 
[in thee] an abyss of science," but the humanist, rather 
than the erudite intention of this document becomes clear 
when he adds, "and science without conscience is but the 
ruin of the sou!." 
The later Schoolmen are commonly accused of having 
lost the power of intellectual consb'uction that character­
ized the thought of Saint Thomas and the men of his 
time, and of having descended, for want of genius, to a 
sterile shuffiing of syllogisms. A legitimate disgust with 
logic chopping has thus unfairly made the Scholastic phi­
losophy a byword, particularly among those who hold 
logic, and even reason, in low esteem. This, I think, is 
what Montaigne meant when he said, in defense of phi­
losophy, "It is Baroca and Baraliptan that make their dis­
ciples so bemired and so evil-smelling, it is not she; they 
know her only by hearsay." But I wonder whether in turn­
ing away from the scholasticism of the word, we have not 
sometimes surrendered to the scholasticism of the fact, and 
whether we do not sometimes unconsciously wander quite 
as deeply into a landscape as spiritually barren as that of 
baroco and baralipton, in pursuit of an inward mirage of 
knowledge without wisdom, knowledge dissimulated as 
Trutll, even Scientific Truth, "science without conscience." 
THEHE IS SO l\·lUCH 1:>1 OUH intellectual environment and in our research itself that invites us to follow this mi­
rage. The merited prestige of our colleagues in the theo­
retical and positive sciences, whose achievements trans­
form our world almost from year to year, make the efforts 
of the humanists seem so modest and obscure, so wanting 
in luster. The humanists are the quiet guardians of a tra­
dition and an ideal which they faithfully restore with what­
ever the turbulent makers of history leave standing after 
their battles. 
It is consoling to think that the leaders of men, and tlle 
scientists who in distress of spirit are so often the unwill­
ing midwives of catastrophe, seem in their perplexity to 
turn to the letters of humanity in search of an issue from 
the world's dead-end. More often it is the humanist, be­
guiled by the visible and impressive achievements of sci­
ence, who adopts the language and the philosophy of the 
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scientist. In this mood he may describe his research as sci­
entific, he may become proud of having contributed to the 
addition of knowledge to historical knowledge, he may 
find increasing comfort in a positivism from which he will 
emerge, if he ever emerges, neither scientist nor humanist. 
As he abandons value for history, he enters ever more 
deeply into 
... a dark wood, 

where the straight way was lost. 

Describing men of genuine learning Montaigne says, "It 
has come to pass with men of true learning as it comes to 
pass with ears of wheat; they rise and grow tall, their 
heads upright and proud, so long as they are empty; but 
when they are full and grown big with grain in their ma­
turity, they begin to be humble and to bend their heads." 
The first half of this admirable image may be the all-too­
faithful portrait of the scientific humanist, so-called. It was 
against this false conception of learning that Du Bellay 
raised his voice in the amusing but instructive sonnet that 
catalogues his various hatreds, and that rises climactically 
to the concluding lines: 
But I hate above all a pedantic show of learning. 
THE TESTIMONY IS ALL THE STRONGER for having been written ten years after the author had called upon 
French poetry to display a "rare and antique erudition." 
In his recent discussion of humanism in the United 
States, Howard Mumford Jones writes: "The undergradu­
atc, introduced to the world of Plato, may safely conclude 
that the essence of philosophy is discourse of wisdom, and 
he will be in some sense right. If, in his enthusiasm, he 
elects a course in symbolic logic, he will soon wonder what 
has happened to wisdom." There is hope for an undergrad­
uate or a scholar stricken in years who wonders what has 
become of wisdom, for so long as this wonder continues, he 
will not surrender utterly to a special scholarly interest, 
though he may recognize the advantage, even the inevi­
tability, of mastering a given area of knowledge. 'Nithout 
a division of tasks, society is unthinkable in its organic 
structure, and becomes, if possible, increasingly unthink­
able as we ascend from root and branch to blossom and 
fruit. No rational person has ever complained of the ulti­
mate in specialization represented by blossom and fruit, 
and from the time of Socrates, at least, men have not only 
understood and tolerated, but 'welcomed, the growth of an 
artisanat and of the professions that provide society with 
its cobblers, pilots, and doctors. Why, then, does the hu­
manist sometimes receive less sympathy than the cobbler? 
To a naive and limited view, the answer seems as ob­
vious as the shoes that the cobbler makes. The humanist 
has nothing to offer society but the invisible values with­
out which it would founder. W'ho in his senscs, Socrates 
might ask, would not trade the invisible world for a stout 
pair of shoes? 
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This, of course, is a partial and a worse than ironic an­
swer, it is a bitter one. ·We may not expect a cobbler to 
see the invisible world, though we ought not to be sur­
prised if his intuitions. like those of Simon, the friend of 
Socrates, are sometimes as fine as those of a grinder of 
lenses. But it is disquieting when the humanist, caught in 
the maze of his particular research, is unwilling, like the 
young Athenians in the labyrinth of the Minotaur, to raise 
his eyes above the walls. The universe for him has shriv­
elled to a private universe of discourse, and assuming that 
he sometimes gives thought to his destiny and the destiny 
of his learning and teaching, he may begin to mistake his 
rationale for reason, and his doctrinal comfort for hap­
piness. 
"\"'hen I showed that I wanted to lead them out of the 
labyrinth," says Thesee of his Athenian comrades in Andre 
Gide's version of the myth, "they protested that they were 
quite comfortable there, and had not the slightest inten­
tion of leaving. I insisted, I said that I brought them de­
liverance. 'Deliverance from what?' they cried, and at once 
they formed a league against me and they insulted me. I 
fell into a deep sadness because of Pirithoiis. He hardly 
recognized me, he repudiated his own integrity, he made 
a jest of his own value, and declared shamelessly that he 
would not consent to abandon his present comfort for all 
the glory in the world." 
It is needless to insist upon the profound significance of 
this myth for a society which, in its present state, seems 
"to make a jest of its own value," because it has forgotten, 
in the words of 'Nemer Jaeger, that humanism is "the 
spiritual language which is the common hereditary idiom 
of our being." 
I T IS A DYING OR A DEAD language in periods of intellec­tual and spiritual decline, but it is heard again in every 
rebirth of learning. Thoughtfully considered, the word 
"Renaissance" is but a variant of &8avaro'>. \"'hat are the 
renascences of the ninth, twelfth, and sixteenth centurie , 
if not reassertions by the most gifted minds in each of 
these periods that the human values discovered by the 
artists and thinkers of classical antiquity are among the 
great and permanent acquisitions of mankind. "\"'hat re­
mains essential," said Augustin Renaudet, ·'is the effort of 
the indiviclual to develop, by means of a discipline both 
strict and free, all of his human powers, to allow nothing 
to be lost that is capable of exalting the human being, and 
to realize within himself the utmost reach to which hu­
manity can attain: human nobility." 
The incredible labors of humanists like Erasmus, Guil­
laume Bude, and Henri Estienne, the achievements of 
poets in prose and in verse like Rabelais, Ronsal·d, and 
Montaigne, have no rational meaning except on the prem­
ise that they were consciously striving to maintain or to 
restore to life certain ultimate values of human experience 
in virtue of which that experience may be said to partici­
pate in the divine. 
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NEW GUINEA 
IN ST. LOUIS 
WHAT IS BELIEVED to be the most extensive showing 
anywhere of New Guinea primitive 
art was held recen tly at a 
department store in the St. Louis 
suburb of Clayton. 
The collection was brought 
to town by Morton D. May, 
president of !o.'lay Department 
Stores, Inc., who is a member of 
the \Vashington University board 
of directors and a noted art 
collector. 
More than 600 individual 
pieces went on display at Famous 
Barr's Clayton store-some old, 
some modern, but all original 
works by New Guinea natives 
just emerging from the Stune 
Age. The collection was introduced 
to the St. Louis area at a 
reception where James Michener 
talked about the history and 
significance of the art of the 
South Pacific. 
Represented in the exhibition 
and sale were many areas of 
New Guinea, but most of the 
items came from the primitive 
Sepik River region and the 
Papuan Gulf area. Included 
were ancestral tablets and 
figures, ceremonial masks and 
spears, bark painting, drums, 
dance masks and wands, totem 
poles, initiation figures, and 
ceremonial shields. 
Morton D. May, member of the 
University's board of directors, is 
shown with a few items from his 
collection of New Guinea art. 
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NEW GUINEA 

IN ST. LOUIS 

The collection of primitive New Guinea art made its first St. Louis 
appearance at a reception at the r"tay store in Clayton. 
Professo-r Levi spent the month of December in 
Czechoslo-vakia al1d Yugoslavia, studying 
contemporary social philosophy under a 
Rockefeller Fou11 dation grant. In this brief but 
penetrating essay, he paints a vivid picture of 
today's Prague-where "the past and the present 
live together in uneasy harmony." 
By ALBERT WILLIAM LEVI 
Professor of Philosophy 
't 
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IMPRESSIONS 
OF PRAGUE 
THE VINDOBONA EXPRESS LEAVES Vienna from the Franz Josef station every day at 8:30 in the morning. 
In second class it carries a seedy lot: Czechs returning 
from a rare few days in Austria or Austrians going to visit 
relatives for the weekend. First class is more interesting: 
suave Viennese businessmen off to engage in secret but 
profitable business in Prague or East Berlin, Norwegian 
lawyers taking the shortest route back from the Near East, 
the Czech swimming team on their way home from a suc­
cessful meet in Budapest. In a way the landscape inside 
is more interesting than that outside the train. From Vi­
enna to Ceske Velenica on the Czech border, the country­
side is a dreary, sodden, winter Danubian plain and only 
on the outskirts of Prague does the Moldau weave er­
ratically and imaginatively through the rising hills. At two 
we are in Prague. The handsome grey-templed Viennese 
businessman and I are the only ones in our compartment 
to leave the train. 
It is Sunday afternoon and at the Central Station there 
is only one taxi. With the knowing reluctance of the inev­
itable, we share it to our hotels. His is the Alcron, mecca 
uf profiteers and Communist dignitaries; mine the Palace, 
III older, more modest place, reserved for less distinguished 
visitors from Pakistan and the Near East, lesser Party of­
ficials from Sophia and Bucharest, and an occasional fac­
tory manager up from Brno or Bratislava. My room, with 
its enormous bed and crystal chandelier, is almost as large 
as Grand Central Station, and its elaborately carved wood­
work, recessed mirrors, and fluted Renaissance pediments 
a veritable mine ficld for the placing of microphones. I 
silently resolve not to talk to myself out loud-for I some­
times do. 
lt is clear that preparations have been made for "the 
American." I see it in the reading matter which has been 
carefully arranged on my bureau-a 1906 edition of 
vVashington Irving's Sketch Book, in German, and a six­
teen-volume Collected ,.vorks of John Galstvorthy, unfor­
tunately in Russian. But they did try! (I must add that 
Galsworthy looked very pained in his photograph as he 
faced the Cyrillic title page.) 
The center of new Prague is the \'VencesIaus Placc. It 
bcgins with the Museum at the top of a mild slope with 
the vVenceslaus statue on horseback before it, and continues 
down a broad thoroughfare for half a mile. Here on both 
sides are the chief hotels, departmcnt stores, and coffee 
houses. At the moment, on a late Sunday afternoon, they 
and the pastry shops and the cinemas are crowded. So 
are the streets. Therc is an air of lively excitement. To­
morrow the Czech Communist Party Congress is to begin 
in Prague and the throngs surge. There are many foreign 
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fae '- Near Eastern, South Asian, South American. Some 
are here as "observers" for the Congress, but some are 
probably students, for Prague has become a center of Com­
munist training in economics, engineering, and Marxist 
theory for tho e from the underdeveloped countries. Large 
red banners with gold lettering line the streets. "\Velcome 
Comrades," they read, "Let us push 011 from Socialism to 
Communism." 
On the wholc, the people are poorly dressed. Thcre arc 
signs of poverty in the ~'hoddy woolens, alld of former 
elegance in an occasional fur piece. It is astonishing how 
many of the women wear summer shoes; dirty white or 
spectators, for this is early Decembcr and Prague is bitter 
cold. Something has obviously happened to the Czech 
level of living. Once thc prize indush'ia l exhibit of Central 
Europe ( the Czechs were always known as "the German 
branch" of the Slav peoples), now consumer considera­
tions are no longer in the foreground . It takes three 
months' wages to buy a warm winter overcoat. Men's hab­
erdashery (shirts, ties, socks, e tc .) are not expensive, but 
are made of poor material. The shop windows are sparse 
and unimaginative . It is like walking in T erazia in Bel­
grade ten or fifteen years ago. On the other haml, what 
food there is avajlable is cheap. You can buy three pounds 
of cabbage for ten cents. 
The Russian influence is everywhere. There are Russian 
information centers, tourist agencies, bookstores. But in 
my almost ten days in Prague, I do not belicve I saw oue 
English novel or newspaper. In Yugoslavia, one can buy 
Time Magazine or The New York Herald-Tribune at every 
sizable kiosk in the larger public squares. But, except 
for the students who must read some few technical books 
in English , the language seems as remote as ancient Greck. 
The next morning after breakfast, I lingered in the coffet~ 
house and leafed idly through the newspapers, but they 
wcre a ll in Czech. I asked the ...vaiter if thcre were any 
"foreign language newspapers." "Of course," he said. He 
seemed outraged at my question, and in a moment h had 
brought me recent issues of L"H1.I1nanite, Volksstimme and 
L"Unita, the official organs of the Communist Party in 
France, Austria, amI Italy. I thanked him politely and 
tried in those three editions to find out what might be 
happening in the world. I did not succeed. I read the 
same thing in each. It seems that Comrade Koslov had 
addressed the Italian Communist Party Congress. Nothing 
else had been happening in the world. 
The Russian influence has also made itself felt in the 
menus. I had thought (an undisciplined, unscholarly, 
gourmet dream to be sure) that Prague might bring suck­
ling pig, Pragerbraten, Moravian duckling, and the ubiqui­
tous dumplings. But at my hotel and at the better restau­
rants , there was more opportunity to have borsht, blini, 
and Stroganoff. The Russians have even displaced th 
famous Pilsener beer. It is now almost unobtainable in 
Prague, because most of it is exported to Moscow and 
Kiev. In exchange there is vodka, but outrageously ex­
pensive. So llluch for the satellite trade agreements! 
Czechoslovakia demonstrates to perfection the Acl1iIles 
heel of every socialist economy-the problem of agricul­
tural production. Highly industrialized even before the 
Commllnist accession to power in 1948, but always agri­
cultu rally prosperous as well, there are now clear signs 
of an imbalance in the economy. One sees long queues 
before the food shops, for there is not enough meat and 
butter. And this fall there has even been a scarcity of that 
staple of the Czech did- the proletarian onion. If one 
asks the reaSOll, some shrug; others say that the effects of 
the European Common Market are already being felt. 
In the intervals of my work (and sinee it is exacting, 
thcy are llot so frequent as 1 should like) I see the oleiC! 
city of Prague. It is still hancIsome- and fabulously inter­
estillg. Like most of the great Europeall cities-Paris, 
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Vienna, Budapest- it is built in the bend of a river. The 
Vltava at Prague is broad and lazy, crossed at generous 
intervals by noble bridges. Looking south from the Mane-­
suv bridge at dusk, one sees the last blue and purple 
vestiges of ,the day through the mist as the lights on both 
')anks slowly go on. It is an impressionist painting, like 
oIle of Monet's studies of the Seine or '''estminster, and 
breathtakingly beautiful. 
On the right bank, almost within the elbow of the river, 
is the old city Stare Mdto. And on the left, directly across 
the famolls fourteenth century "Karl's Bridge," the most 
fascinating bridge in the world, is the so-called Maiel 
Strarw or "new" quarter. It is a great maze of baroque 
palaces nestling at the foot of the enormous Hradchany 
Castle, which dominates the city and the imagination, 
and brings back older memories of "Good King vVenceslaus" 
and Grillparzer. 
My own time is spent chiefly either at the Philosophical 
Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences, situated on 
the Prokopy of the modern city, or at the bulky nineteenth 
century building "vhich houses the philosophical faculty 
of the University by the river, facing the Manesuv bridge. 
Fortunately for me, between these two focal points lies 
the heart of the Old City. It reeks of history and of cul­
ture! A moment's walk from the Academy of Sciences is 
the minute baroque theater in which on October 29, 1787, 
Mozart watched nervously the premiere of Don Giovanni 
with the aged Casanova in the audience. Across from it 
is the building with a wall from the fifteenth century and 
a single gothic window which is all that is left of the orig­
inal mediaeval university. Two squares beyond, by a court­
vard which was once an inn, is the birthplace of Karl 
~autsky and just beyond that the wine cellar once re­
utedly frequented by Franz Kafka. 
Bearing left through narrow mediaeval streets, one 
comes at last to the enormous cobblestoned square of the 
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Dating from the fourteenth 
century, "Karl's Bridge" 
in Prague has been 
described as the most 
beautiful in the world. 
Old City. Here the Thirty Years War began. Here, with 
its gothic tower and Renaissance facade, the City Hall 
m akes a stately reference to nobler and less rancorous 
forms of stateeraft--crueler perhaps, but without the bu­
reaucratic stigma. Opposite, behind a row of m ediaeval 
arches, stands the ancient Teyn-church, at the base l )f 
whose altar is an Elizabethan effigy in wood, slightly larger 
than life, marking the grave of the great astronomer Tycho 
Brahe, and dating from 1601. Masses are still said here, 
and a few elderly women with washed-out eyes sit motion­
Jess in the cold. Were it not for their steamy breath, they 
would seem as lifeless as Tycho himself. 
Farther along from the old square, almost in the very 
elbow of the Vltava, lies the losefov--the ghetto of medi­
aeval Prague-a ghost city now, indeed., but with rem­
nants of a vigorous and colorful past. Here is a tiny build­
ing; the Old-New Synagogue, hardly larger than a three­
car garage and disguised by its nondescript, dun outer 
walls. But when, three steps below street level, one pen­
etrates the gloom, one finds a somber gem stemming from 
the twelfth century-the only gothic synagogu e on the 
continent of Europe-the star of David on its velvet can ­
opy as on its high round window, with hanging silver 
oil lamps and blackened prayer stalls, and, gothic t.hough 
it may be, one senses that Spengler was right about the 
Magian soul. Here is a cave, dark and cabalistic, where 
religious magic was performed. And well it might have 
been, for the community was rich and powerful, founded 
by merchants travelling the trade routes through Prague 
from Kiev to Regensburg, and standing under the king's 
protection-the praeceptwn ludaeOr1l11l. 
All that is, of course, tragically past. Farther down the 
street, adjoining the ancient Jewish cemetery which dates 
from the fifteenth century, is a newer synagogue, its rooms 
empty, its walls whitewashed. '\There its Ark once rested 
are graven in the stonc the words Dachau, Belsen, Buchen­
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wald, and Oranienburg. The massive walls are completcly 
covered from floor to ceiling with neat horizontal rows 
of hand-painted names and dates. The letters are pcrhaps 
three-quarters of an inch high and they name every Jcw 
liquidated by the Germans and the date of his deporta­
tion: 78,000 in the Czech territory alone. Before 1938, 
there were 40,000 members of the Jewish Community in 
Prague; now there are 2,000. It has taken three painters, 
working steadily, over two years to complete the lettering 
on the four walls. Now they have moved to an adjoining 
room. If the work continues smoothly, they will be fin­
ished in 1965. 
Retracing my steps I come to the miniscule Jewish to\vn 
hall with its quaint tower where the hands of the clock 
run counter-clockwise, in reverse like Hebrew itself, and 
I remember the lines of Apollinaire beginning Til es dans 
Ie ;ardin d'tllle auberge aux environs de Prague . ... 
The hands of the clock in the Jewish quarter go in reverse 
And you too go backwards in your life gently 
As you mount to Hradchany ... 
Apollinaire is right. The mind slips gently backward 
as one crosses the "Karl's Bridge" and slowly mounts the 
long stecp roadways and steps to Hradchany Castle. You 
have left the bawque nobility below you; the VVallenstein 
palace, once home of Schiller's star-crossed hero and now 
temporarily housing some of the poorer and drearier paint­
ings the East Germans have sent from the Dresden col­
lection ; the Lobkowitz palace, associated with the Count 
who commissioned Beethoven's earliest quartets and to 
whom the El'oica is dedicated (and now the impressive 
home of the Chinese Embassy). Now, within Hradchany, 
you are in the atmosphere of majesty. \!\Tithin the second 
courtyard the Cathcdral of St. Vitus soars with the gothic 
pride of Strasbourg or St. Stephens and leads the mind to 
visions of mediaeval pomp and circumstance. But nearby 
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is thc square stone dwclling of Novodny, the present pres­
ident of the Czechoslovak Republic, and it seems a strange 
legacy from the ill-starred lifetime of King Ottokarl 
It is characteristic of Prague that the past and the pres­
ent live together in uneasy harmony. I found it so in the 
field of my own researches also. Here, too, the old human­
istic education has fallen upon evil days, and German, the 
great cultural language of Central Europe, is slowly dying 
out in the learned community. They remcmber dimly that 
Carnap and Philipp Frank continued the Viennese tradi­
tion at Prague between the two world wars, but they are 
translating Hegel (completely untranslatable, of course) 
into Czech, because the newer generation of students 
can no longer read him in the original. 
The professors in the University and the Scientific 
Academy accept their lowered status with mixed feelings_ 
\!\There, in the old regime, was a factory manager three 
times as important as a full professor of philosophy? This 
in spite of the fact that they are all Marxists. But they 
were uniformly generous with their time and sympathetic 
in their responses to even an American professor in their 
own field. Our conversations were full and lively, ancl not 
without friendly critical comments on both sides. 
I remember, in particular, one exceptionally stimulating 
three hours over Turkish coffee at the University with a 
full professor and two of his colleagues-one a brilliant 
young symbolic logician; the other a quict but diligent 
historian of philosophy. The talk grew warm as we aired 
the differing presuppositions with which we respectively 
began, but it was good-natured, even bantering. Finally 
the Professor, a square, handsome greying man in his 
middle fifties and with much charm, summed it all up. 
"Naturally," he said, "we must quarrel ideologically, bu 
(with a twinkle in his eye) not personally." 
It was thc most important bit of wisdom I learned i 
Prague. I should like to think it is even not without its 
international implications. 
l' 
END OF THE LINE 
ON FEBHUARY 3, 1963, an era ended for Washington University: the last streetcar 
serving the campus made its last run. 
Years ago, the University was known as a "streetcar 
college" because so many students lived at home 
and commuted by trolley. Today, a good majority of 
the new freshman classes comes from outside the 
St. Louis area, and the streetcars are no more. 
Before the war, a student could choose among a 
variety of streetcar lines to take him right to the 
University's door. There was the old Kirkwood­
Ferguson, the Clayton 04, the City Limits, the 
University. All but the University line were replaced 
by buses in the first few postwar years, and now 
even that relic of a bygone era has vanished. 
\"'hen news of the streetcar's demise reached the 
\"'ashington University nursery school, it aroused 
a great deal of concern among the student body, who 
had watched the cars roll by their campus playground, 
but had never, in their short lives, had a chance to 
take a ride. On the last day, the tots were bundled up 
and hoisted aboard for a quick trip out to the 
end of the line in Clayton and back. These four-year­
aIds became the last in a long line of the University's 
"streetcar college" students. 
An era has ended and a Havor departed from 
the campus. The buses might be faster and more 
efficient, but they will never take the place of the 
clanging, swaying trollies that once served 
the University. 
Comment / On Talent Scouts and Trollies 

WHEN THOMAS H . ELIOT became ChanceUor of Washington University, he brought to the job ob­
vious talents as both a scholar and an administrator. 
Chancellor Eliot has another powerful talent and one 
that may in the long run prove to be the most valuable to 
the future of the University : his skill as a recruiter. 
In his first few months in office, the Chancellor has 
shown a rare ability to spot the places where a good man 
is needed, to find that man wherever he may be, and to 
persuade him to take the job. The results so far have been 
a whole series of truly first-rate additions to the faculty 
and the staff-and there are more to come. 
Provost 'George E. Pake is a prize example: a nationally 
known scientist with a trong reputation as a leader. The 
Chan cellor brought Pake from Stanford to take a position 
of crucial importance to the University. 
There are many other examples: Harold J. Barnett, the 
noted economist, was brought from Wayne State Univer­
versity to head the Department of Economics; Richard 
Rudner of Michigan State was recruited to become chair­
man of the Department of Philosophy; "Vayne Vasey, for­
merly dean of the Graduate School of Social Work at 
Rutgers, was selected to head our School of Social '''lork. 
While he has searched the country for the right man 
for the right job, the Chancellor has shown the same abil­
ity to reach within the University to fill key positions. The 
appointments of Carl A. Dauten as associate provost and 
of Richard E. Norberg as chairman of the Department of 
Physics, to name just two, were happy choices. 
The latest example of this ability to attract superior 
talent is the appointment of Dr. Robert R. Palmer of 
Princeton University as dean of the faculty of arts and 
sci nces. "Vhen Dr. Palmer reC'eived the American Council 
of Learncd Societies' $10,000 prize for his recent work, 
The Age of the Democratic Revolut'iol1, the Council de­
scribed him as "a leading scholar on the intellectual and 
political mo ements of the 18th century." 
This view of Dr. Palmer is widespread. A New York 
Times review called him a "leading authority on the 
French revolution," and The American Historical Review 
predicted that Palmer's latest book "will rank as a major 
vvork of historical synthesis and interpretation." 
This opinion of Dr. Palmer's standing as a scholar seems 
to be shared with enthusiasm by members of our own His­
tory Department. Ralph E. Morrow, chairman of the De­
p artment, calls Palmer's new book "the best work of 
his tory to come out of this decade ," Jack Hexter says, "It 
may well be the best textbook in any field of history, " 
A strong faculty is the first and the essential ingredient 
of a good university. Such a faculty will attract first-rate 
students and the rest will follow. ,Vhile Washington Uni­
versity has long had a good faculty, Chancellor Eliot s 
ability to discover and attract talent is rapidly converting 
it into a superb one. 
ON THE pnECEDlNG PAGE, the Magazine pays tribute to an old, old friend who has finally passed away. 
For the first time since the University moved to its pres­
ent campus, the hum of research and the drone of scholar­
ship will lack its usual accompaniment of clicking wheels 
and danging bells. 
The news that the University has lost its last claim to 
"stree tcar college" fame should ring a nostalgic bell in 
the memory of many an alumnus. If it weren't for the 
b'olley, it is doubtful if some of us would even be alumni 
today. 
''''hcn we were in our undergraduate days, the only 
University functions we could manage to get the family 
car for were events like the Junior Prom or the Thanks­
giving Day game with St. Louis U. For getting to class 
day in and day out, what was wrong with the streetcar'. 
Living as we did in those days in far north St. Louif 
we had a rich choice of streetcar lines to take to and from 
the University. No matter which we picked, the trip 
would take at least a good hour each way; which provided 
a great deal more study time than we could have man­
aged at the wheel of a car. Many Washington University 
students did their studying on the trolley-a lot of it 
standing and holding an overhead strap in one hand and 
a book in the other. 
In this way, the University line, so recently departed , 
macle a huge contribution to knowledge; perhaps as much 
as some of our better foundations. How many of today's 
scholars and scientists and leaders in government and in­
oustry owe their success to long hours of study in the hal­
lowed halls of a University stree tcar? 
The Univcrsity line provided a thrilling ride east of the 
campus, as it left the crowded streets and took off on its 
own right-of-way behind the rows of stately homes on 
LindelL In that sh'etch, the motorman would give his 
charge her head and the car would sway and roll like a 
sailboat in a stiff breeze. Freshmen wcre known to turn 
green, bllt upperclassmen had earned their sea legs and 
could study away without a twinge of mal de mer. 
There must still be vVashington University students 
who ride 1)uses, but the parking lots are jammed alld a 
growing number comes to the campus by jet and ocean 
liner from all over the world, The days of the "streetca 
college" arc gone, 
Sic transit gloria! 
- FO'B 
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